


In order to achieve excellence, an action must be done repeatedly to the point that it can be
considered a habit. We at Rainbow believe it firmly that Excellence, like any habit, is a daily
commitment not a one-off task. When excellence is a habit, it manifests itself in everything that you
do.

Achievements of today are the stepping stones for the future. I am delighted to present a wonderful
collection of multifarious happenings and learnings held at the school in the session 2022-23. It is with
a sense of great pride that I pen down a message for the newsletter of this session. We embrace a
tradition of quality education for the past 40 years.
Much has been done in the past and still more needs to be done in the upcoming years.
We welcomed the new academic year that has come with a new hope- a hope that came after the dark
clouds of COVID 19.
I am always keen to give the school the best in educational and technological inputs in order to take
the rainbowites to the heights of excellence.

At Rainbow, We believe that Academic excellence combined with a thriving co-curricular programmes
ensures students' intellectual, personal, cultural and social development. The aim of our school at
every stage of a student's life is to develop their gifts and talents within the classroom and beyond. We
value the things which makes us distinctively brilliant. We stimulate our students to be curious,
creative and responsible learners. At Rainbow, priority is also given to the teaching of critical thinking
skills such as reasoning and problem solving, to help our students develop the ability to reach sound
conclusions based on observation and information. Besides academic excellence, the school is
committed to inculcate in all its students, strong ethical values of integrity, politeness, kindness and
respect for humanity.
This year has also seen diverse teaching skills and what's truly admirable is the drive, passion and
determination of all. We are fortunate to have an outstanding team of teaching staff, with a
tremendous experience base and background.

We believe that the best way to prepare students for the future is to empower them in the present .We
are proud of our achievements over the years and various accomplishments in almost all curriculum
and extracurricular activities.
Keeping in mind, the changing times as well as changing atmosphere, the cooperation of parent and
the awareness about their wards is envisaged. We hope to make the parents as able as our teachers in
the event of untimely natural calamities like recent times, so that the parents can provide the support
at home along with the support of teachers. The pandemic of Covid-19 has taught us all to adjust to the
atmosphere and with the support of parents the school  has always provided the best in education
using the technology. It's an honor to say that at every step, the parents have been very cooperative I
sincerely take this opportunity to thank the parents of our students for having bestowed their faith
and confidence in us.

Hope you enjoy reading this edition.

Dr. J. R. Kashyap
Chairman & Founder
Rainbow Group of Schools (Delhi & Himachal Pradesh) 

From the Chairman’s Desk
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is

not an act, but a habit" -Aristotle



I feel a sense of pride to pen down the message of Rainbow English School. It indeed gives me
immense pleasure to welcome all the students back to the school after two years with a new
hope and believe that every cloud has a silver lining.
The last two academic years had been quite challenging for teachers, students and parents. There
was a transformation in the teaching learning process and student’s career was indeed on the
receiving end. They were deprived of any kind of social interaction.
However, now I feel ecstatic to see the silent corridors bustling with the noises again, the virtual
classes being replaced by the centuries old chalk talk teaching and virtual events being replaced
by live performances where children are leaving us spellbound with their brilliant acts. 
I feel extremely honoured to be a part of this magnificent school which empowers the children to
explore beyond the textbooks and become life long learners. Infused with an iron will to succeed,
passion to excel and the perseverance to accomplish, each Rainbowite marches ahead setting
historic benchmarks. 
I believe that education is a collaborative effort between professionals, teachers and students. We
give priority to the holistic development of the students. We make sincere efforts to focus on all
aspects of a child’s growth not just their academic advancements. We strive hard to convert each
individual into a self - reliant and independent citizen as education is the ability to meet life's
situation.
"You will face many defeats in life, but never let yourself be defeated."
As you flip through the pages of Vibgyor, you can see that we provide an atmosphere to our
students for multi-faceted development. The children are motivated to channelize their potential
in the pursuit of excellence. We ensure that the talent and abilities of each student is nurtured so
that they touch the heights of success.
Teachers at Rainbow are highly qualified and experienced who take care of the needs of the
students both academically and socially. They leave no stone unturned to encourage the students
to grow as strong, reflective and humble individuals with discerning minds, prepared to make a
mark for themselves in all spheres of life.
I thank the parents from the core of my heart for their consistent support and their faith in us.
We constantly work hard to build strong parent teacher relationship which is pivotal for the
overall development of our students.
I am quite confident that the students of our school will carry forward the school’s motto “ Honest
Labour Pays” and  each Rainbowite will make themselves stronger , adding a new leaf to the
grandeur of the school.

Sourabh Kashyap
Principal

"Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardour and
attended to with diligence.”

From the Principal’s desk



Rainbow English school provides an encouraging environment for a future-oriented, holistic
education, anchored in a rigorous academic programme, for all children. We nurture students to
be self-governing life long learners imbibed with sound ethical values. They rise to the challenges
of life creatively and enthusiastically in an ever changing world.

Knowledge, like life is a cycle. It starts with a question for which you seek an answer. Next comes
understanding the answer and analyzing it which then leads to necessary action or application.
This in turn leads to another question and the cycle thus goes on and grows on. At Rainbow
English School, children's freedom and space is respected to enable them to blossom into well
groomed individuals who can observe and assimilate knowledge through a process of self-
discovery. The endeavour is to keep this flame of inquisitiveness burning in the child, so that the
light of knowledge burns bright and shines on. The outcome of this noble exercise is that the
students go on to make a mark in the world history and their success and glory transcends all
geographical  and universal frontiers.

I express my gratitude towards the teachers and parents for their unconditional trust and
support. We will keep working on providing a safe, conducive and positive environment to make
our school and students a leading light. 

With the paradigms of education ever changing, let's take the arc of history in our hands and
bend it towards a better tomorrow in imaginative and innovative ways.

             Sonia Kashyap
             Headmistress

"Our mission is  to provide positive catalytic impulses to each child
to stretch his inherent learning competencies through a self

discovery process."

Message From Headmistress



Colour week Celebration
Recitation Competition
Celebrating all the festivals
Colouring Competition
Craft activities
Mother's Day Celebration
Celebration of National and International important days
Sports and lots more…. 

Pre school  plays a vital role in nurturing and shaping the individual. I believe that
every child is a gift of God and being an educator it's my duty to fill his/her heart
with value based education which is relevant to the needs of present day society.
These little angels will be able to listen to the melodies of the life only  after finding
the potential within them and that is what we are doing at Rainbow School. We
guide them to find that hidden treasure by planning variety of activities to enhance
the quality of learning .Here are some to quote 

With the changing times, we are moving towards the e-world very fast and there is
a very thin line between the merits and demerits. At this tender age we make our
students understand how to make judicious use of this platform, under the
guidance of the teachers and parents.
I want my students to live with positive thinking, self confidence and passion to
accomplish all the goals.
Always remember that  virtues are the foundation of success.... and we are
nurturing our students in such a way that they will become a responsible citizen.

Vandna Lal
In-Charge
Pre-Primary Wing



My teaching experience at Rainbow English Sr Sec. School has taught me a lot about
what it means to be a teacher and a lot about myself, as a future educator.

Education is defined as the process of acquiring knowledge, values, skills, morals and
beliefs. It happens through methods like teaching, training, storytelling, discussion
and more. Usually, these methods are facilitated by teachers, trainers or educators. 

Today, the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to
motivate and empower its students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, and
productive members of an ever-changing global society.

Students need to be provided with a platform to think, express, and exhibit their
skills. The school is striving hard to make the best possible efforts to inculcate strong
values combined with academics and extra-curricular activities in the children. 

 Children need a supportive environment at home and at school. They need to set
goals, within their reach until they gain confidence and determination. They should
reexamine their priorities, set clean goals and make specific plans to achieve what
they desire. 

At Rainbow English Sr. Sec. School,  our approach to learning is child centric
encouraging Activity based learning and inculcating a scientific temper and a spirit of
free enquiry

The parents are the most strengthening power in moulding the future of children.
Their consistent support empowers us to do more and more. I pay my gratitude to
them for their faith in us. 

Message From
Academic 
In-Charge

Education is the most powerful weapon, which you can use to
change the world. 

Navneet Kaur
In-Charge
Primary-Wing



We, at Rainbow, strongly believe that education should prepare the young for life and
empower them while academic excellence is our major thrust, we are also devoted to
prepare the students for life, groom them to face the challenges of tomorrow and
encourage them to be socially relevant.
Our concerned teachers are striving hard to make the best possible efforts to inculcate
strong values combining with academics and extracurricular activities in our children.
At Rainbow, we have kept pace with the changing times by creating a favourable
environment, having dedicated staff, strengthening the well-designed processes and re-
evolving curriculum. Our teachers are continuously putting up their efforts in making the
learning a joyful experience for our dear students.
Keeping in sync with our motto “Honest Labour Pays”, we focus on the holistic
development of our learners, which includes scholastic and co-scholastic areas,
inculcating of cardinal values, positive attitude and life skills. Our learners are chiseled to
walk out the safe environs of the school as sincere, conscientious and confident
individuals who are morally upright. We provide the students an environment which is
conducive to harmonious growth and independent thinking.
This zenith of success that our students attained was impossible without the never-
ending spirit, dedication and hard work of the teachers and students. However, parental
guidance is of paramount importance to attain the goal. I would never fail to
acknowledge the support of Parents, without their persistent support and faith we would
never have achieved the success every single day. I convey my best wishes to all
Students and Parents.

Message From Academic 
In-Charge

“A child's mind is not a container to be filled but rather a fire
to be kindled.”

Nilima Deb
In-Charge
Middle Wing         







Some words are made by incorporating in them their true essence & in-depth
meaning. One such word is NAVNIDHI(treasures ). Yes! The House name, NAVNIDHI
has been chalked out of its eclectic salient meanings:
N stands for Nourishing
A stands for Affluence
V stands for Valiant
N stands for Never-failing
I stands for Impeccable
D stands for Determined
H stands for Herculean
I stands for Illustrious 

We consider these qualities as our treasures and strive hard to achieve them .The
house is known for its unity, amity & fraternity. Teachers of the house have always
been instrumental in carrying out innate talent of the students. From honing
students' skills to imparting creative and instinctual skill in them, the teachers have
always been the leading light of the house students. The students’ indefatigable will
to learn and excel have made them rise & shine innumerable times.
Our house promotes team building and social skills by fostering healthy student
engagement through a wide variety of Inter-House competitions. Being an able,
creative and efficient House In-charge, I always try to facilitate the development of
team spirit among students, build their confidence and usher the house towards a
leading position in various competitions.

The events occurred throughout the year gave the students new experiences and all
have meandered for newer & newer opportunities to perform, compete, win &
excel. They feel overwhelmed & highly indebted to the school management and
principal for reposing faith in them.

Neha
In-Charge

Learning is a treasure which accompanies its owner
everywhere .

Navnidhi House



Chakshu House always envisions a unique path that leads one to an open
door of congenital intelligence, where one can acquire new knowledge,
gain experience, and develop holistically. The teachers of Chakshu House
are committed to helping students discover their innate skills by providing
them with a variety of learning opportunities and interactive exercises so
that they may continue to learn with enthusiasm.

There were many enlightening, and engaging National and International
events organised by Chakshu house while on duty.

The House took the initiative to organize a wonderful and phenomenal
venture for the very first time in school 'Rainbow Talent Hunt' wherein the
students showcased their prismatic talents and abilities.
Students took part in plethora of activities and exhibited their creativity
and skills on Teacher's Day to encourage their peers to participate.

The teachers and students of Chakshu House made a big difference in the
success of the house. They worked hard and contributed a lot with their
heart and soul. The house was a success because of the hard work of the
teachers and the students.

Pooja Chawla
In-charge

Chakshu House



Marching ahead with staunch principles to dispel illusions, ignorance and
promoting acquisition of knowledge among students by presenting and
organising endless activities time and again , the Noble, Admirable, Vigorous,
Reasonable, Attractive, Nurture ,Generous, NAVRANG HOUSE has always proved
its worth.

With great zeal and enthusiasm the educators of our house have always instilled
positivity, compassion, empathy and creativity in students to make them
capable enough  to face the outer world.

Students have made their mark in the plethora of activities such as Navratri
Celebration, Ram Navami, Muharram, Rakshabandhan, Durga Navami, Dussehra,
Eid- E- Milad and many more with their diligence and perseverance. The students
showcased their patriotism by celebrating the Independence Day and Indian
Airforce Day. They paid homage to the Father of our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi by
celebrating Gandhi Jayanti and Quit India Movement. 

International Day of Girl Child was also supported by the HOUSE to enlighten
Women Empowerment. The Global Hand washing Day too was an epitome to
promote cleanliness and hygiene.
The students of NAVRANG HOUSE are and will be persistent in spreading its
colours of generosity, valour and industriousness forever under the benign
guidance of the management.
We are really grateful to our Management for such an ambience that enables the
students' and teachers' holistic development simultaneously.

Nisha Sharma
In-Charge

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress,
and working together is success.”

Navrang House



With the challenges coming to Houses head-on, Ambu House accepts all, being
head-strong.
The year 2020 unfolded with the rise of COVID, and the dread continued in 2021
too. The physical presence on campus was not permitted in the beginning, but
the virtual platform was open for the virtual presence. Ambu House participated
in the virtual competitions and proved their mettle.
The students of Ambu House were eagerly waiting for the reopening of the school
in full swing so that they can thump the ground, kick the ball and hit the show
again
Our blue colour symbolizes hope and positivity. Throughout the year, it was very
interesting to watch the House as they held up in the face of stiff competition like
valiant soldiers. Everybody was enthusiastic about participating in every event
and tried their best to win the competitions. There was a wide spectrum of Inter-
House activities  and each activity was a very exciting challenge for our Ambu
House students .
They performed extremely well and displayed outstanding agility and vigour. 
The Ambu House worked hard this time and has learnt to put its best efforts into
all the events whether big or small. We are gearing up for stiff competition from
other houses and looking forward to winning the ‘School Flag Trophy’ again in the
next academic year. We hope to take part in every competition with even more
zeal, enthusiasm, and team spirit in the next year.

Manju Kumari
In-Charge

“Each challenge we face is an opportunity to take
ourselves to another level”.

Ambu House



Message From School Captain
“The will to win, desire to
succeed, the urge to reach
your full potentials are the
keys to unlock the door of a

person's excellence”.

I Harsh Kumar Singh, would like to express my sincere gratitude towards the
school management, our Honorable Principal and respected teachers for
believing in me and giving me this opportunity to be the School Captain.
It's been a wonderful journey, I still remember the first day of my school life, I
didn't expect it to a Rollercoaster ride of all sorts of emotions, and
experiences.  Teachers are foundation or the soul of an educational
institution who help us in our overall personality development. There's a
famous saying that a teacher takes a hand, opens a mind and touches a
heart. It has come true in my case. With full confidence I can say that I have
been shaped mentally, have inculcated the capabilities and imbibed the
values with the passage of time. 
Being the Captain of this school is quite a big task which comes with an
numerous responsibilities. Helping the students with the problems they
share with me is one of the duties of mine. Maintaining the discipline of the
school is another. Among all of the other duties that I have, the most
important one to me is helping our school keep taking its steps towards
success. The way I see the students from our school thriving with knowledge
and curiosity makes me feel proud. 
Further, I think one of the best analyzation of one's self is to judge what kind
of skillset we carry. It helps us to diagnose ourselves that whether we are
impulsive, passive, emotional, sober, someone who can be easily provoked
or not.  I strongly believe that one must choose his / her friends and foes
intelligently. We must try to control our emotions in every situation. 
At the end I urge all fellow Rainbowites to work hard in their respective areas
so that we can soar high and high.

Harsh Kumar
School Captain



Message From 
School Captain

Being a Rainbowite is in itself a proud feeling and it gives me immense pleasure to pen
down my message as the School captain. I take pride as the School Captain to uphold,
maintain and enhance the glory and prestige of our school. It is a matter of great joy to
have been given this unique opportunity to render my services to the school through such
prestigious office entitlements and  to express my sincere gratitude to the school
management.

We, the enthusiastic learners should learn to enjoy tackling new challenges and being out
of our comfort zone. Our  mistakes are acceptable as long as we can learn from them.
Education is beyond cramming books, it includes educating children in style, instilling into
them a positive attitude towards life

 The three main aspects of leading towards a successful life are: Fortitude, which means
the ability to have mental and emotional strength to cope up with challenges. Passion
which will drive you to think innovatively and move forward. Relentlessness  in pursuit of
success and excellence in each and every task you perform. I hope to set an example and
be the guiding spirit for all the students to become better humans along with keeping the
child within themselves awake . I pray that our holy institution achieves greater heights of
Glory in the coming years…

Vanshika
School Captain

“Teamwork is the ability
to work together

towards a common
vision.….”



It all started in the year 2010, when as a little boy I first stepped into the
school premises with eyes full of dreams ready to explore the world of
knowledge.
It was a very unique experience and lonely starting point. I was totally
riddled at first. But I was very eager to learn something new and I have
always tried to break the boundaries to achieve something great.
I believed that school gives our mind a direction to grow. What we learn in
school lasts long in our life. After years and years passed. I was turned into
a rainbowite who was very competitive and had true emotion for the
school from depth of his heart. I am grateful to the school management
that they found me worthy of this responsibility. I used to admire our
School Chairman Dr. J.R. Kashyap how he used to guide the students and I
tried to adopt his mannerisms specially his oratory skills. He is an ideal for
me. I am thankful to the teachers for guiding me through these crucial
stages of my life and for being the guiding light.
It was the support of school fraternity, which gave me strength to stand for
the cause. The duty of head boy is obviously a noble duty and the day I
came to know that I have been selected for this duty, I was like a bird
chirruping in the sunshine.
It seemed chimerical to me. I am thankful to the teachers and students for
their faith and trust in me. I as a rainbowite always try to put my latent
qualities out from confinement and try to chime like a bell. I'll promise that
I'll not walk on people rather I'll try to fly with my own wings. All those
scoldings and crests have nurtured to become what I am today. 

Aayush Kumar Jha 
Head Boy

Message From Head Boy

"Leader is the one who
is first to take the

responsibility, but last
to take the

appreciation."



Message From
 Head Girl

“ Leadership is not about
titles, position or flowcharts,
it’s about one life influencing

another! “

As a young girl, I always dreamt to grow up to be a leader and accomplish my
urge to contribute for the greater good and to always break boundaries and set
examples. But as they say that leadership is not a cakewalk, the challenge of
leadership is to be assertive but not imposing, to be humble but not frail, and to
be thoughtful but not slothfull!

I think we forget that our glory is not in never falling but in always rising and
prevailing. So even if we fall, let’s stand up again because that’s a new chance to
grow up again.

Holding onto this revered position of the head girl for academic session 2022-
2023,I feel honoured having given this opportunity by our school management,
to be able to hold our school flag with immense pride.

It's clearly evident that the school has not only helped us develop academically
but has succeeded in making us compassionate and young students who will
hold onto the school moto – “Honest labour pays.”
Lastly, as the feelings of responsibility, honour and contentment reside in me,
my only message to each and every student is that:
We will have to concede that one can go fast alone but to go further, we have to
walk together with a spirit of collaboration, camaraderie and mutual respect.

Japneet Kaur
Head Girl



Scholastic Achievements

All our dreams can come true if we
have the courage to pursue them.



Infinity

Foundation Day

Hindi Diwas

Investiture Ceremony
Blessing Ceremony

Teacher's  Day

Mother's  Day

Grandparents'  Day
Exam Warrior









Lets Rejuvenate , Rejoice & Resilience
17th Annual Inter-School Competition



Lets Rejuvenate , Rejoice & Resilience
17th Annual Inter-School Competition



Lets Rejuvenate , Rejoice & Resilience
17th Annual Inter-School Competition



DIVINITY TO POSITIVITY
FOUNDATION DAY



CAKE CUTTING CEREMONY
FOUNDATION DAY



CELEBRATION
FOUNDATION DAY



grandparents' DAY



MOTHer's 
DAY
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NATIONAL CADET COPS (NCC)
The NCC's mission is to develop resourceful, responsible, resilient, loyal leaders and team
players through fun and challenging military-related activities.
NCC is the largest youth organization of the world which is regulated under the ministry of
Defence. It was formed in 1948 under the National Cadet Corps Act of 1948 and since then it is
shaping the lives of millions of cadets.
NCC  stands for National Cadet Corps. We live in a country where the qualities of bravery and
self discipline are instilled in us from a very young age, and NCC is one such organization
which is committed to train young minds the dignity and valor of adventure and discipline.
NCC  camps help in inculcating  the qualities of brotherhood, honesty, integrity, secularism,
decision making in the cadets. The trainings are not only meant for physical development but
they also include mental and spiritual training, and thus making an individual a leader in all
walks of life. Though joining NCC makes you a man of values ,the qualities mentioned above
are imparted through Institutional Training, and the camp trainings are organized to impart
practical knowledge to the cadets.





It was a pre-commission course for Associate NCC Officers, 45 days training period in
which we learnt map reading, weapon training, firing army history, Pakistan and India
wars, biographies of both field Marshals and went to explore historical forts of
Gwalior. We stayed in a 135-year-old building which was the guest house of king
Sindhiya. We gave three exams of army subjects to complete training. We got a chance
to visit the Air Force Station and got the opportunity to see Sukhoyi and Mirage fighter
planes, the air traffic control room and saw different missiles. 
We even visited the army unit and saw different Company support and Batallion
support weapons like mortar and grenade launchers. It was a wonderful experience
altogether. 

Ms. Kajal , being felicitated by the School Chairman for
successfully completing her 45 days Training at Officers

Training Academy in Gwalior.

Kajal 
NCC Incharge

SHARING EXPERIENCE



Special moments

Glimpses of NCC Teacher Training at Gwalior





 Interactive Sessions
for Knowledge
Enhancement



HAPPY CLASSROOM WORKSHOP

cornitos  WORKSHOP

cuet WORKSHOP class xii



dengue Awareness WORKSHOP

financial literacy WORKSHOP

stem WORKSHOP



self defence WORKSHOP



LIONs QUEST WORKSHOP



INITIATIVES
OUR

Creativity
Starts
Here





INTER-HOUSE
COMPETITION



INTER-HOUSE
COMPETITION



























AAYUSH KUMAR JHA



OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
A T A L  T I N K E R I N G  

L A B



Atal Tinkering Lab

Create workspaces and empower our youth with the 21 century
skills of creativity, innovation, critical thinking, design thinking,
social and cross-cultural collaboration, ethical leadership and so
on.
Help students to build innovative solutions for India’s unique
problems and thereby support India’s efforts to grow as a
knowledge economy.

ATL is a workspace where young minds can give shape to their ideas
through hands on do-it-yourself mode; and learn innovative skills.
Young children will get a chance to work with tools and equipment to
understand the concepts of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math). ATL would contain educational and learning ‘Do it yourself’
kits and equipment on – science, electronics, robotics, open-source
microcontroller boards, sensors and 3D printers besides computers.
Other desirable facilities include meeting rooms and video
conferencing facility.

Objectives of  ATL 

VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA
ATL IN-CHARGE



ATAL Tinkering Lab



BUCKET
PAINTER'S

Colour Your
Dreams



YAJAT IX-B KAVYA X-B AKSHINA 7-CH

SNEHA   X-A NIHARIKA   X-A RUDRANSH  
 III-SC

PRANAV   VIII-THPRINCE   X-E

PALLAVI   X-B RISHABH   III-SC PRAFUL   VII-CH



MANSI   X-E ISHIKA SUNGRA  
 X-A

SHIVEN KASHYAP  
VIII-CH

VANSHIKA   VIII-CH UZMA   IV-CR

SUHANA   IV-SC YASHIKA ROHILLA   VI-CH

TIYA PATEL   VIII-CH AKSHINA   VII-CH GUNSHIKA   III-SC



NIHARIKA   VIII-CH NAITIK   VIII-SC KAVYA   VIII-CH

LAKSHAY PRATAP SINGH  
 II-TH

ISHANT JAISWAL    II-TH

DARSH KASHYAP   IV-SC ARUNANGSHU     V-TH

BHAVYA BAGRI   IX-C ANSHU    VIII-CH CHETNA   IX-E







OUR INITIATIVES
F I N A N C I A L  L I T E R A C Y

C L U B



Financial Literacy Club

With Globalization, our choices are increasing. From what products  we see 
 in our grocery stores,to what investment options are available to us. It  can
be quite confusing to even the most educated adult. By giving our  youth  the
tools to understand all of this, by teaching them the difference between  cost
and value, by giving them  the capacity to make informed decisions; we give
our children and the nation  a strong foundation about financial education.
The aim is financial inclusion . Correct information about financial services
and products.
It is important to remember that informed consumers who make smart
choices and correct  financial  decisions make all the difference to a country’s
well – being.

"Teach them young and watch them grow". When you inculcate financial
literacy in kids at a young age, they end up becoming financially responsible
adults. Children should be taught at an early age that there is power in
saving. They should be taught to avoid borrowing or living beyond their
means. In this regard, Financial Literacy Club of our school organized
another activity "Seeds of Earning" to inculcate financial literacy in our
students. In this activity, various home tasks were given to the students to
help their parents and in return students were awarded with reward  points
by their parents. Students participated in this activity  enthusiastically and
won certificates of appreciation.
Here is a glimpse of the Activities undertaken.

Financial education  is essential to empower children  in their  daily lives. Not only  to
understand money, but  also to make  correct and informed financial  decisions.
Financial  education  is  not just  another subject; it is an essential life skill that we impart
to our students.

With the various levels of financial education, we aim to teach all ages of students the 
 role of finance in their lives. From the  very origin of money, to  the importance of
saving and investments and even  protection  through  insurance; money
management is what we see as the  key to a brighter tomorrow.

MOHIT KOHLI
 INCHARGE



Financial Literacy Club
























